
Agnus Dei 
 

 
       

    2.
    3.
    4.
    5.
    6.
    7.

 
    Final time:
 

        
 

 
Hebrew:
say ha
 

e = Short “e” 
Î = ee as in “he”
 
Greek:
Ho am
 

Short “o” 
Short “a” 
Short “e” 
“ou” 
 
Esperanto
=shafido
 
Japanese: 
Kami no 
sounds are as in Latin.
except for tsu, which is three.

Agnus Dei 

       Cantor:                      

2.   
3.   
4.   
5.   
6.   
7.   

Final time:

         

Hebrew:
say ha

e = Short “e” 
Î = ee as in “he”

Greek:
Ho am

Short “o” 
Short “a” 
Short “e” 
“ou” –

Esperanto
=shafido

Japanese: 
Kami no 
sounds are as in Latin.
except for tsu, which is three.

Agnus Dei 

Cantor:                      

   Sē
   Ho amnos tou 
   Sxafido de 
   Lamm 
   Kami 
   Cordero de 

Final time:

 Agnus

Hebrew:
say ha-e

e = Short “e” 
Î = ee as in “he”

Greek: 
Ho am-nos too th

Short “o” 
Short “a” 
Short “e” 

– as in “moo”

Esperanto
=shafido

Japanese: 
Kami no 
sounds are as in Latin.
except for tsu, which is three.

Agnus Dei 

Cantor:                      

Sē           
Ho amnos tou 
Sxafido de 
Lamm 
Kami 
Cordero de 

Final time:

Agnus

Hebrew: 
e-lō

e = Short “e” 
Î = ee as in “he”

 
nos too th

Short “o” –
Short “a” –
Short “e” –

as in “moo”

Esperanto
=shafido 

Japanese: 
Kami no kohitsuji
sounds are as in Latin.
except for tsu, which is three.

Agnus Dei 

Cantor:                      

         
Ho amnos tou 
Sxafido de 
Lamm 
Kami  no 
Cordero de 

Final time:

Agnus              

lō- hîm

e = Short “e” 
Î = ee as in “he”

nos too th

– as in “off”
– as in “ah!”
– as first syllable in “ever”

as in “moo”

Esperanto 

Japanese:  
kohitsuji

sounds are as in Latin.
except for tsu, which is three.

Agnus Dei 

Cantor:                      

         ha’elo
Ho amnos tou 
Sxafido de 
Lamm               

no 
Cordero de 

Final time: pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

              

hîm

e = Short “e” – as first syllable in “ever”
Î = ee as in “he” 

nos too th

as in “off”
as in “ah!”
as first syllable in “ever”

as in “moo”

kohitsuji
sounds are as in Latin.
except for tsu, which is three.

Agnus Dei 

Cantor:                      

ha’elo
Ho amnos tou 
Sxafido de        

              
no  kohit

Cordero de      

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

              

hîm 

as first syllable in “ever”
 

nos too thĕ-

as in “off”
as in “ah!”
as first syllable in “ever”

as in “moo”

kohitsuji  
sounds are as in Latin.
except for tsu, which is three.

Agnus Dei –

Cantor:                      

ha’elo
Ho amnos tou 

       
              

kohit
     

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

              

as first syllable in “ever”

-oo 

as in “off”
as in “ah!”
as first syllable in “ever”

as in “moo” 

 is lamb of God.
sounds are as in Latin.
except for tsu, which is three.

– 

Cantor:                                    

ha’elohîm
Ho amnos tou the

       Di
              Gott

kohitsu
     Dios

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

              De

as first syllable in “ever”

oo 

as in “off” 
as in “ah!” 
as first syllable in “ever”

is lamb of God.
sounds are as in Latin.  Each syllable ends with a vowel.
except for tsu, which is three.

 Pentecost

              

m  
theoú
Dio     
Gottes    
suji,     

Dios,     

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

De- i,

as first syllable in “ever”

as first syllable in “ever”

is lamb of God.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

except for tsu, which is three.

Pentecost

              

  
oú     
      
es    
,     
,     

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

i, 

as first syllable in “ever”

as first syllable in “ever”

is lamb of God.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

except for tsu, which is three.  

Pentecost

              ALL:

 
      
 

es     
,      
,      

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

as first syllable in “ever”

as first syllable in “ever”

is lamb of God.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

   KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

Pentecost

ALL:

(Hebrew
 (Greek
(Esperanto

 (German
 (Japanese

 (Spanish

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

as first syllable in “ever”

as first syllable in “ever”

is lamb of God.  
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

Pentecost

ALL: 

Hebrew

(Greek

(Esperanto

(German

(Japanese

(Spanish

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

as first syllable in “ever”

as first syllable in “ever” 

 The consonant sounds are as in English.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

Pentecost

Hebrew

Greek

Esperanto

German

Japanese

Spanish

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

as first syllable in “ever” 

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

Pentecost 

Hebrew)

Greek)   

Esperanto

German

Japanese

Spanish)

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

 

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

Hebrew)   
 

Esperanto)

German) 
Japanese) 

) 

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

 

)    

 

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

     

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Each syllable ends with a vowel.  

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI.

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
 Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

KA MI NO KO HI TSU JI. 

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending.

The consonant sounds are as in English.
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

pause, then sing a bit more broadly to signal the final ending. 

The consonant sounds are as in English. 
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

 

  The vowel 
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

The vowel 
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

The vowel 
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

The vowel 
Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

The vowel 
Thus, each syllable is two letters, Thus, each syllable is two letters, 

 

 

 

 


